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LOVE

HE SAYS
I’ve been to the Shout House numerous times. I love the vibe and the customer 
and employee interaction, and the performers are certainly never at a loss for 
quick, wise-ass remarks. I was just praying they wouldn’t make me look too stupid 
in front of Suzannah. We stayed there for about another half-hour. Then, as soon as 
the magazine crew turned their heads, we were out of there for some privacy. We 
stopped by Whiskey Girl and then dropped into The Bitter End for a bit.

What surprised me most was just how much we have in common. It was obvious 
in the first few minutes of conversation. Everything from our taste in music, our 
likes and dislikes, where we spend our time out on the town, past personal and 
relationship challenges and all the way down to cowboy boots and cars. 

Truthfully, her best quality is the fact that, head to toe, she’s just beautiful. The 
chemistry between the two of us was off the hook in my mind. I’m thinking… and 
hoping… that you’re going to get the same answer from her. 

The two best parts of the night were the first few seconds after meeting Suzannah 
and the moment after we ditched the magazine crew. The rest stays between me 
and Suzannah. We exchanged numbers for a date later this week. Maybe this blind 
date thing does work after all. I had an awesome time, and the whole experience 
was just great!

SHE SAYS
You can always count on having some good laughs and entertainment when you 
go to the Shout House. As soon as we got there, I just kept thinking, “Wait for 
it. Wait for it.” I just knew they were going to make us do something completely 
ridiculous and embarrassing. But, much to my surprise, it ended up being a lot 
of fun. We laughed a lot. It was classic. 

After our on-stage appearance, we stayed for about half an hour, then we went 
out on our own. We went over to Whiskey Girl for a few and then walked down to 
The Bitter End.

There was definitely some chemistry between me and Ty. I think we both felt 
that pretty much from the moment we met. The whole night was great. And, 
don’t get me wrong, I love the magazine crew, but the best part was getting 
to know Ty away from the cameras. That’s when we truly got to be ourselves... 
uninterrupted. 

At the end of the night, Ty drove me to my car. We talked some more, 
exchanged numbers and said goodnight. I don’t kiss and tell, but, if there wasn’t 
a goodnight kiss, then I’d have nothing to tell. Does that make sense? I don’t like 
to speculate on the future. I prefer to live in the present, which, fortunately for 
me at this point, is just awesome. Oh, and the magazine has definitely redeemed 
itself.  Thanks a million!

SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT
The daters roll out of the Marble Room and stroll to the famed Shout House dueling piano bar on Fourth Avenue, where two talented and hilarious piano players tickle 
the ivories and sing request-driven hits from the past 60 years. The audience sings along and laughs aloud, creating an unforgettably energetic atmosphere. Suzannah 
and Ty sit by the bar to talk and enjoy the show.

Suddenly, a spotlight illuminates the faces of the unsuspecting daters. The piano players call Suzannah and Ty to the stage and command them to perch atop the pianos. 
One performer asks Suzannah if she’d prefer to be serenaded with a nice song or a naughty one. She opts for the dirtier ditty, and the musicians begin belting out the 
lewd lyrics of the Emmy-winning Saturday Night Live short, D!©K in a Box, made famous by Justin Timberlake and Andy Samberg.  The audience cheers along as Ty and 
Suzannah whisper and wink back and forth and try to survive three agonizing minutes of embarrassment. Finally, PacificSD leaves the daters alone. The next morning, 
Suzannah and Ty reveal how the night ended up.

TY THE KNOT?
Suzannah and Ty really hit it off. Whether or not they end up getting married (ceremony at The Marble Room, reception at The Shout House?), this was definitely 
one of PacificSD’s best set-ups to date, which, admittedly, probably results from the fact that the daters chose each other. It just goes to show that, if at first you 
don’t succeed, Ty, Ty again. For your chance at romance and glory, email setmeup@pacificsandiego.com
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